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Thank you, Lisa. Thank you, Erin. Thank you, Luis. And thank you, to the Board of Trustees
and to Max, for inviting the public presentation of this special gift so that it could have a
community context and become another IMSA and Alumni story we can cherish and celebrate.
It may be my portrait, but it will forever symbolize our story—the road and path less traveled—
an embodiment of what Margaret Mead meant when she said: “Never doubt that a small group
of committed citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.”
Shortly after I announced that I would be stepping down on July 1, 2007, I received an email
from Lisa. She asked me two questions: First—Did I remember her? And yes—indeed I did!
Second—Would I allow her to paint my portrait as a gift for bringing the IMSA idea to life, for her
and all the students that would follow her. I was sitting at my computer and had someone come
in, they would have seen me quite misty-eyed. I was so humbled by her generosity and simple
act of gratitude—I still am. She offered me what only she could give—a gift born of her gifts.
I went to her website and was overwhelmed by her remarkable talent and sensitive and
penetrating perspective. Lisa is simply a gifted artist, and it was a joy to work with her over
these many months.
It is also a joy for me to (permanently) loan this portrait to IMSA. I could have hung it in my
living room, but Bob tells me he would have tired from genuflecting. Besides, I wanted Lisa’s
gifts to be visible to all who come to IMSA.
The portrait will join our art collection—a collection I named “Potential for Greatness” over 20
years ago because I believed that our students possessed a potential for greatness and it was
our job to ignite and nurture it. So, we chose young up and coming Illinois artists viewed by the
selection committee to have a potential for greatness. Lisa now joins this most distinguished
group.
So today is a very special day. It is of course special for me—to receive an introduction from
Erin, now a member of the Board of Trustees, a member of the charter class and one of our
oldest sons, and to receive a treasure from Lisa, a member of the charter class and one of our
oldest daughters. It is special for Lisa—to come home and have us so publicly honor her.
And I believe it is special for IMSA—for us to be affirmed in our belief that when we create
conditions by design, that honor children and enable them to thrive, their achievements will
astonish us and their gifts will take our breath away.
Thank you, Lisa. Thank you, Luis and Max. And thank you all for coming today.
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